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1. Abstract 

Automated Audio Content Analysis with Deep Convolutional Neural Networks 

Author: Elisabeth Anderson 

Supervisor: Prof. Daniel Neagu 

Modern radio playout systems commonly produce metadata to support broadcast audio 
output. This can include data such as start and end points for tracks played, studio 
microphone activations for interviews, and timings for news broadcasts. This metadata 
relies on studio equipment supporting the generation of this metadata and is restricted to 
only the types of metadata built into these systems. 

This thesis describes an approach for generating metadata from a raw audio signal using 
an automated machine-learning system which can augment broadcast audio with semantic 
meaning or be used to automatically segment audio broadcasts. 

Mel-frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCCs) audio fingerprints were generated from 
raw 4-second duration WAVE audio samples as 1-dimensional tensors and used to train a 
Deep Convolutional Neural Network classifier using the TensorFlow machine learning 
library with two convolutional layers, rectified linear activation unit (ReLU) activation 
functions, a fully-connected layer, pooling, and dropout. This model was validated against 
previously unseen audio fingerprints and classified audio with a 71% accuracy. 

The conclusion of this research was that Convolutional Neural Networks were found to be 
an appropriate approach for building audio classifiers without requiring in-depth 
knowledge of audio theory and signal processing.  
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2. Background & Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

Modern radio playout systems commonly produce metadata to support broadcast audio 
output. This can include data such as start and end points for tracks played, studio 
microphone activations (providing metadata as to who was speaking at that time), and 
pre-recorded item plays such as stings (a short clip with the radio network’s identity), 
bumpers (an audio interstice between two tracks), and trails (a promotion for another item 
of content. This metadata can be interpreted as a map of the audio broadcast which can 
enable automated processing of the output audio; such as auto-segmentation like 
extracting tracks or building a representation of the overall audio to enable production 
teams to more easily navigate and edit audio broadcast content. 

The metadata supplied with audio broadcasts is limited to the data created by the 
production system at the time of broadcast; this can vary from fully-featured for new 
broadcast systems but often lost, or not available, when the audio has been broadcast. 
Manual auditioning of the audio broadcast could be performed by production staff by 
labelling events and segments of a broadcast but this is a laborious and mundane task in 
the long term.  

This thesis describes an approach to generating metadata from an audio signal with no 
production metadata, using an automated machine-learning system. An automated 
classifier will be proposed which can be trained to recognise types of audio signal and 
provide a classification for that signal, thereby generating a map of that broadcast. This 
map could be then used by production teams to generate audio short-form segments or 
search for particular types of content. 

The definition of the problem is covered in section 2 where the representation of audio and 
signal processing is outlined and machine learning is introduced as an approach to 
analysing this audio content. Section 3 covers the methodology, a comparative review of 
machine learning libraries, and the method for preparing the dataset and training a 
learning system. Section 4 evaluates the approach with three scenarios for training the 
learning system. Finally, section 5 concludes the research and covers appropriate further 
work. 

2.2 The Problem Space 

Modern broadcasters and content providers generate hours of audio content every day, so 
to provide post-broadcast metadata for this content is a huge task. The broadcast data is 
generally held in an audio file format such as the Microsoft WAVE format Kabal (2015) 
which stores Resource Interchange File Format (RIFF) data in chunks. Each chunk 
consists of an identifier (ckID), length (cksize), and data (WAVE chunks) for each chunk, 
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stored in a little-endian order  Kabal (2015). This format does not support the addition of 
the type of metadata required for radio production teams so we require an external 
representation to achieve this.  

The WAVE format represents acoustic information primarily intended to be heard by a 
human listener, and can be played back using appropriate software (or hardware). 
Roederer (2008) describes a chain of systems which play a part in a human listener 
hearing a musical performance. This chain comprises of an instrument, the air, and a 
listener. However as radio signals are not experienced live as a concert might be we can 
apply to these parts of the chain labels which more closely define the physics of our audio 
system. Roederer (2008)describes these as source, medium and receptor. A human 
listening to this audio broadcast could be considered the receptor, the source some form of 
amplification and loudspeaker which converts electrical signals into sound, and the 
medium the oscillating pressure waves created by the loudspeaker through the air which is 
"elastic energy, because it involves oscillations of pressure" Roederer (2008) in the air.  

Audio information also contains subtle types of information which include the pitch, the 
timbre, and the loudness. Roederer (2008) describes timbre, or “tone quality” as “what 
enables us to distinguish among sounds from different kinds of instruments even if their 
pitch and loudness were the same”. This may allow humans to discern different kinds of 
sounds to be similar, such as a whispered voice or a shouting voice to both be a human 
vocalisation. So it’s clear that there is a lot of subtle information within our WAVE format 
that could be exploited if we wish to analyse the signals.  

Pfeiffer et al (1997) describe sound as “an air pressure change which is modelled as a 
waveform composed of sinusoidal waves of different amplitudes, frequency and phase” but 
more interestingly than this waveform is “its composition as sinusoidal waves and their 
amplitudes and frequencies...known as the Fourier Transformation. This leads us to an 
approach of encoding these audio signals into a mathematical representation. Pfeiffer et al 
(1997) also expound that “every sound we hear is composed of different frequencies and 
amplitudes whose change pattern is characteristic”; this then adds an extra feature of 
audio which we might also explore. However, while the Fourier Transformation will 
produce frequency information this is at a cost of phase information. 

As we are able to explore audio signals in a mathematical manner, we have a few options 
with how we might approach this. A system which processes audio, analogous to listening 
to it, must therefore be given a representation of audio which encapsulates the features 
required to make some kind of inference as to its content. 

2.2.1 Calculating the Properties of Audio 

When a human hears an audio signal they are not necessarily aware of the amplitude, 
frequency, and phase etc of that audio signal but instead interpret it in a much more 
general sense as “somebody is talking” or “there is music playing”. However this process, 
which we can call classification of the audio signal, is complex. We can simulate this by 
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either re-creating how a human’s processes of perception could operate or we could 
analyse the audio signals for patterns and use those to classify the audio; the latter 
ignoring how a human would actually experience the audio.  

Pfeiffer et al (1997) explain that “Speech and music are distinguishable simply by the 
spectrum that they cover: speech lies in the area between 100 and 7000 Hz and music 
between about 16 and 16000 Hz”. So signals can be analysed for these two classes of audio; 
however this does require relatively in-depth knowledge about audio signals to be able to 
implement and is predicated on prior decisions as to what comprises music and what 
comprises speech and may be a brittle solution—a solution that breaks when introduced to 
instances where it does not perform well— for situations where the audio signal contains 
speech over music as a presenter introduces a track being confused as music or a 
sprechgesang or rapping vocal over a track being confused as speech. 

 

Fig 1. Plot of audio waveforms 

A selection of audio waveforms are shown in fig. 1. These waveforms show both music and 
speech clips. This type of representation of audio shows changes in the audio signal over 
time although it may be hard to discern if the audio contains speech, music, or other audio. 
The top waveform represents speech and the second waveform represents music; although 
while these two waveforms look different to the human eye, it is not entirely clear what 
these waveforms represent given that the same Y-axis activation would be used for any 
audio signal of the same intensity. 

2.2.2 Digital Representation of Audio 

When looking for a way of representing audio one could consider the process of music 
information retrieval (MIR) which uses digital audio fingerprints rather than as just 
encoded audio data to build a fingerprint of the audio signal so that it can be 
programmatically indexed and later searched for. 

Dieleman and Schrauwen (2014) explain that “[audio] feature learning has become 
increasingly popular [allowing] researchers to build models of data requiring only the 
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minimum of prior knowledge” with most feature-learning research using “mid-level 
representations of audio such as spectrograms”. For the application of classifying audio 
signals these spectrograms can be considered a representation of the raw audio data. This 
provides us a method to present our raw audio in a digital representation which could be 
used to detect features of this audio. This also provides invariance in the spectrograms 
provided in more than one axis: that similar features in the audio signal can be represented 
in a repeatable manner. In the context of audio signals this could mean that signatures of 
audio ‘events’ might share similar visual representations: allowing classification of those 
events. 

For an appropriate format for this representation Dieleman and Schrauwen (2014) explain 
that “Most researchers do not use raw spectrograms, which have a linear frequency scale. 
The mel scale or logarithmic frequency scale are preferred instead” because they “reduce 
the resolution for higher frequencies, which matches the perception of frequency, and 
reduces the size of the representation”. With this approach, more appropriate digital 
representations of raw audio can be made. 

To create these spectrograms we can use Mel-frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCCs) 
Bisot et al (2016), Cakir (2015), and Piczak (2015) which are mathematical values for slices 
of an audio signal  derived from the inverse Fourier transform of the spectrum of a signal, 
found by: 

1. Finding the Fourier transform of an audio signal 
2. Mapping the spectrum's powers from the Fourier transform onto a mel scale 
3. Derive the logs of the powers at each frequency on the mel scale 
4. Derive the transform of the logs using a discrete cosine transform 
5. Each amplitude in the resulting spectrum are the MFCCs 

So with this approach we have a method of encoding raw audio signals into digital 
fingerprints. 

 

Fig 2. Audio spectrograms. 
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The same audio samples that were plotted in fig. 1 as spectrograms. This representation 
shows much more depth in the audio signal and the differences between music and speech 
starts to become slightly more pronounced. The top waveform is generated from an audio 
sample of speech and the second from an audio sample of music. Even with the human eye 
one can start to discern patterns in these representations.Using this approach a machine 
learning system can be built to detect these types of patterns. 

2.2.3 Applying Machine Learning 

Although it is possible to apply mathematical analysis to audio signals to classify them it is 
also possible to perform this analysis without such a deep knowledge of acoustic theory by 
using machine learning. As the problem we seek to solve is to automatically classify audio 
samples—machine learning provides approaches to implementing a classifier for exactly 
this purpose. 

Machine learning is the implementation of a computer programme which can learn from 
experiences, in our case exposure to audio data. Mitchell (1997) defines this to be “A 
computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some class of tasks T 
and performance measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P, improves 
with experience E”. As the computer programme experiences more instances of this audio 
data it should improve its performance by learning. This learning simply improves the 
ability to perform better as a classifier; “The process of learning itself is not the task. 
Learning is our means of attaining the ability to perform the task” Goodfellow et al (2016).  

Each sample of data the learning system experiences can be called an example of that data 
and a task would be how that learning system should process that example. An 
example—sometimes called a data-point—is a collection of features, in the current context 
this could be a spectrogram of an audio signal as a visual representation measured, 
quantitatively, from the raw audio. The correct representation of an audio signal is 
important consideration as this greatly affects the potential for a learning system. If the 
training examples do not adequately represent the underlying audio then the system may 
perform poorly. Clark (1989) 

The functional parts we need to implement a machine learning system are; an optimisation 
algorithm (to change the parameters, including ‘meta’ parameters called 
hyperparameters, during the learning process), a cost function (to determine how 
successful our current performance is), a model (to represent the approach to learning), 
and a dataset (to train and validate our model). To control the process of learning of a 
system hyperparameters are used to store data which has to do with the task of learning 
rather than data about the problem we are attempting to solve. 

2.2.4 Classification 

There are many types of machine learning processes which yield different output from a 
given input. For example, regression is used to predict a numerical output given particular 
input, translation is used to output a collection of symbols translated, perhaps into a 
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different language, from a collection of input symbols, synthesis outputs new examples 
based on a prototype input, and many others. The goal of this system is to generate a 
simple classification from audio fingerprint input, therefore it is a classification system, or 
classifier. 

2.2.5 Measuring Performance 

In order for a learning system to be able to adequately measure its performance it must 
have a quantitative method of measuring its ability at performing the type of tasks required 
of it. With a classification task the measure of ability is the accuracy of the model; in other 
words the measure of how many examples are correctly classified against those that are 
not. This error rate is often specified as the model’s loss with 0 being a very low error 
rate—or correctly classified—and 1 being a very high error rate—or incorrectly classified.  

A learning system is trained with data set aside for that purpose. This training data 
provides examples that we expect the system to experience in the real world so this dataset 
should be considered carefully as should the method of measuring performance. Data is 
further segregated into training and validation sets so that we can measure performance of 
our learning system on data that the system has not been trained on or experienced before. 
This gives some metric of performance for unseen data and how the system will perform in 
the real world. 

2.2.6 Learning 

Learning systems can be unsupervised or supervised depending on the type of data they 
experience during training.  

Unsupervised training systems would experience data containing many features and 
attempt to learn characteristics of these features; such as analysing continuous numerical 
values and then making predictions of probability distributions. 

Supervised training systems experience data which has had labels assigned to features and 
then making predictions about future instances of those features.  

Tasks such as density estimation are traditionally accomplished with unsupervised 
learning although for tasks requiring structured output, regression, or classification 
supervised learning is employed. 

2.2.7 Capacity, Underfitting, and Overfitting 

The goal of a machine learning system is to be able to perform well with inputs that it has 
not previously experienced; this is the system’s ability to generalise. When optimising a 
learning system one would calculate the training error and then strive to reduce this. 
However as we’re not just attempting to optimise, but increase generalisation ability we 
also wish to have a low generalisation error which is the loss against the expected value of 
an input. So we not only must attempt to make the training error small but also the 
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disparity between training error and test error. 

To train a machine learning system one must obtain a broad enough dataset and partition 
it into a learning set and a training set. More effective datasets are ones that contain 
unrepeated values and are distributed evenly and identically; called data generalisation 
distribution.  

Associated with our datasets, two factors pose a significant challenge when designing a 
machine learning system: underfitting, and overfitting. 

When the system fits random noise in the training set, rather than identifying genuine 
features and underlying relationships of the entire domain of input data, this is referred to 
as overfitting. Conversely if the disparity between the training error and the test error is 
considerable, this leads to underfitting. To control under and overfitting of a system we 
adjust the system’s capacity: its ability to fit a broad range of functions. Systems that have 
a low capacity may not effectively fit the training dataset—essentially being unable to meet 
the particular challenge we ask of it—and, conversely, systems with a high capacity may 
focus on details of the training set which are irrelevant or are not best placed to achieve the 
solution sought, thus overfitting them. 

 

Fig. 3: Capacity against error rate. 

In fig. 3 the effect of increased capacity in a system on the generalisation interstice can be 
seen. With very low capacity we see an underfitting model although as capacity is increased 
the training and generalisation errors tend towards convergence until an acceptable value 
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is found. At this point we have an appropriate model as, after this point, increases in 
capacity cause the generalisation interstice to increase, therefore overfitting. 

Tuning the system’s capacity is a complex task. Even choosing the set of functions available 
to the learning system when adjusting values to attempt to reduce training error, the 
representational capacity, can have a profound effect. However in fields such as deep 
learning it can be quite difficult to calculate capacity due to the complex nature of 
optimisation in deep learning tasks. Kawaguchi (2016) states “deep learning requires us to 
deal with seemingly intractable optimization[sic] problems” because “training of a deep 
model is conducted via non-convex optimization[sic]”, illustrating the complex issues of 
minimising convex functions over convex sets. 

These issues can be summed up with Ptolemy’s (c. AD 90 – c. AD 168) posit, "We consider 
it a good principle to explain the phenomena by the simplest hypothesis possible". Or in 
other words; our choice of model should be as simple as we can make it, or to use an idiom, 
“Make things as simple as possible, but not simpler”. 

When selecting a particular approach for our model one should consider the ecosystem of 
the resultant system. (Wolpert, 1996) states, “averaged over all possible data generating 
distributions, every classification algorithm has the same error rate when classifying 
previously unseen points” in other words, “no ML algorithm is universally better than any 
other. Even more sophisticated algorithm has the same average performance over all 
possible tasks as just predicting every point belongs to the same class”. Considering this, 
we can infer that one particular approach cannot be effectively applied to all situations. At 
best, one particular model can only have average performance over all use cases. This is the 
no free lunch theorem. 

To design a set of logical rules to describe a system, one must have examples of each 
member of the dataset the system would experience. For a highly-dimensional system such 
as one that analyses audio, this is problematic. The sheer number of potential values a 
system will experience is huge. Machine learning, however, avoids this problem by 
providing probabilistic rules which are probably true for most examples that a system 
might experience. Thus, a learning system is supplied with examples of data that it might 
experience in the real world and estimate its efficiency to real-world data with its 
performance against a reduced set. 

2.2.8 Dropout 

Dropout is an approach to reducing overfitting by randomly dropping-out, or ignoring, 
neurons in the training process. By removing some of the neurons from each stage of 
learning we seek to reduce the tendency to focus on noise rather than underlying detail. 
Srivastava et al (2014) describe this problem, “Deep neural networks contain multiple 
non-linear hidden layers [which] can learn very complicated relationships between their 
inputs and outputs. With limited training data, however, many of these complicated 
relationships will be the result of sampling noise, so they will exist in the training set but 
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not in real test data even if it is drawn from the same distribution”. This problem “leads to 
a highly accurate training set but a low-accuracy test set” Ko et al (2017). 

To counteract overfitting dropout can be introduced into a learning system at varying 
rates. At 50% the system will remove half of the nodes from a training cycle, perform the 
training, then replace them with their previous values, as can be seen in fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4: One round of dropout 

2.2.9 Regularisation, Cost Functions, and the Curse of Dimensionality 

Along with optimisation, regularisation is another method used to improve the 
generalisation of a machine learning system. To enable a learning system to perform well, 
we supply it with a set of preferences which support the type of machine learning problem 
to be solved. 

Regularization is the approach used to reduce a generalisation error—the error when 
real-world data is processed by the model—rather than a training error—the error while 
training a network. This could be adding a penalty hyperparameter to the cost function, 
for example. 

Hyperparameters are used to control the behaviour of a learning system. Datasets may be 
split into various groups and hyperparameters changed between processing these grouped 
datasets to improve performance. Repeating training on varying split datasets is 
cross-validation. 

In order to quantify the performance of a system a cost function can be used to perform 
some kind of statistical estimation. This, as mentioned in [2.2.3], is a function used to 
calculate the ‘confidence’ of a system. Commonly, the cost function is a mean squared 
error function, for regression, or a percentage of error function, when working with a 
classification system.  
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This cost function often is the form of a sum over many dataset examples and with a large 
dataset this can have a negative effect on performance. To counter this performance effect 
a Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) can be used. As LeCun et al (1998) state, “There are 
several approaches to automatic machine learning, but much of the successful approaches 
can be categories as gradient-based learning methods”. Instead of the calculation using the 
entire set of examples, an SGD would use a minibatch of examples from the training set. 
SGD then is able to find maxima and minima through iteration. 

The sorts of problems that machine learning is being applied to is broad; from predicting 
simple scalar variables to generating complex, structured output. However, as input 
datasets contain greater and greater dimensionality the problems machine learning 
systems face become much harder.  

This feature of increased dimensionality in dataset examples is termed the curse of 
dimensionality. For example, if your dataset had 20 examples you are interested in, and a 
single dimension, this would yield 1 x 20, or 20, regions of interest. If the example data 
contained two dimensions this increases to 20 x 20, or 400, regions of interest. A 
three-dimensional dataset would yield 20 x 20 x 20, or 8000, regions of interest. So even 
an increase from one dimension to three increases our regions of interest, in this example, 
by 40,000%. Fig. 5 shows this effect with 5 regions of interest 1, 2, and 3 dimensions 
although as dimensions can grow greater than three the exponential growth of datasets 
creates a considerable challenge for machine learning systems to generalise to this type of 
data. 
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Fig. 5: Dataset dimensions and regions of interest 

As Goodfellow et al (2016) state, “the challenge of generalizing[sic] to new examples 
becomes exponentially more difficult when working with high-dimensional data” and “the 
mechanisms used to achieve generalization[sic] in traditional machine learning are 
insufficient to learn complicated functions in high-dimensional spaces...Deep learning was 
designed to overcome these and other obstacles”.  

2.3 Artificial Neural Networks 

2.3.1 History of Neural Networks 

In 1943 Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts proposed the first artificial neuron, called a 
Threshold Logic Units—also known as McCulloch-Pitts Neurons. It had been noted that 
boolean logic could be implemented using a gate which approximated a neuron, with an 
input (dendrite) and a function to generate an activation representing an axon. The various 
inputs are weighted and summed by a soma. The soma, in a biological neuron, performs a 
sum of the excitatory and inhibitory signals received from its dendrites. Once the soma 
reaches a threshold the axon then receives an activation signal from the soma. McCulloch 
and Pitts realised that just as boolean logic can be implemented using these artificial 
neurons. For example, an AND logic gate can be implemented by a neuron with two inputs, 
a soma with a threshold greater than the value of one input, and a single output. So, if one 
input is excited, the neuron will not fire as the threshold has not been reached. If two 
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inputs are excited then the neuron will fire as the threshold has been reached. Using this 
same approach neurons can be used to implement further logic gates, such as NOT, and 
OR. 

In the 1980s research into neural networks lead to them being used more and more as a 
function approximation model and as the activation functions themselves can be optimised 
with the use of gradient descent and the propagation of values back through the network to 
improve training. Using this approach the network is presented with an input, which yields 
an output. This output is then analysed with a cost/loss function which then yields error 
values. These error values are then propagated back through the network which adjusts the 
weightings of the network’s neurons which is backward propagation or 
backpropagation/backprop. General types of these of neural network have fully connected 
layers in which all neuron outputs are connected to the inputs of the next layer of neurons. 
This can also be termed densely connected.  

2.3.2 Models for Regression 

In section 2.2.6 the statistical technique of regression analysis was introduced. Seber et al 
describes the aim of regression analysis “to construct mathematical models which describe 
or explain relationships that may exist between variables”, an example of this could be 
polynomial curve-fitting. The most basic linear regression models are linear functions of 
the input variables, although by taking linear combinations of nonlinear functions of the 
input more effective model can be built Seber (2003). These nonlinear functions are basis 
functions. However with highly-dimensional data these types of model are limited. As 
Bishop (2006) states, “such models have useful analytical and computational properties 
but [...] their practical applicability [is] limited by the curse of dimensionality”. Further, 
Bishop (2006) also states that “an alternative approach is to fix the number of basis 
functions in advance but allow them to be adaptive, in other words to use parametric forms 
for the basis functions in which the parameter values are adapted during training. The 
most successful model of this type in the context of pattern recognition is the feed forward 
neural network, also known as the multilayer perceptron”. 

2.3.3 The Multilayer Perceptron—an Artificial Neural Network 

A multilayer perceptron (MLP), or a classic fully-connected neural network, can be 
considered as a regression classifier where the input is transformed into an output using a 
nonlinear transformation.  
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Fig. 6: Multilayer Perceptron model 

A representation of an MLP, showing its fully connected nature can be seen in fig. 6. For 
this type of neural network each output node of each layer is connected to each input in the 
succeeding layer. Thus, the outputs of the input layer are connected to the inputs of the 
hidden layer and each output of the hidden layer is connected to the inputs of the output 
layer.  

The nodes, or neurons, typically use either sigmoid or hyperbolic activation functions; the 
types of functions used by neural network to decide if it is experiencing a particular 
feature. By applying a value to the activation function it will fire if the value reaches a 
particular threshold. A neural network may use many types of basis functions as its 
activation function, however typically MLPs may use radial or sinusoidal basis functions as 
their activation functions. 

A sinusoidal basis function can be considered to resemble a ramp (see fig. 7) the function 
provides a progression from true to false; the further up the ramp the closer to that value 
the input becomes. At some point it will cross a threshold and thus change value. This type 
of function, rather than being linear, is sigmoidal so is relatively insensitive and low and 
high values and sensitive in the middle where a small input change leads to a large output 
change. 
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Fig. 7: Representation of a sinusoidal basis function showing data points 

Use of this type of activation function is appropriate where you wish to implement a 
system which will activate when a linear scale reaches a particular threshold.  

A radial basis function resembles more of a hill on which data points can be plotted. The 
closer to the centre a data point appears, the higher activation the function will yield. See 
fig. 8. This type of activation function can be used with analogue data to extract features of 
that data. By applying many of these activation functions together over a set of data an 
activation map can be created which can be used to detect features in the data being 
presented to the network. 
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Fig. 8: Representation of a radial basis function showing data points 

2.3.4 Dimensionality and Sparsity 

In section 2.2.8 the curse of dimensionality introduced the idea that, as dimensionality 
increases in our dataset, the potential volume for our dataset increases and as such the 
sparsity of our data can increase also. As we now have a much larger potential volume, due 
to the increased dimensionality of the data, our dataset may not provide enough examples 
to fill that volume. For example, fig. 9 shows a representation of 1, 2, and 3 dimensions 
with 4 examples in each dataset. For 1-dimension there is only one region of interest 
missing, although in the case of 3-dimensions the coverage is very sparse. This is termed 
the Hughes Phenomenon, Hughes (2003), and described by Alonso et al (2011) “As the 
number of [...] dimensions increases, the separability of classes also increases, but so does 
the number of statistical parameters defining the classes. Since there are only a fixed 
number of training samples for deriving the statistical parameters, at some point the 
accuracy of the estimation must begin to decrease. An optimal value of dimensions and 
training samples is shown to exist in any given practical circumstance and, in general, 
more dimensions do not necessarily lead to better results”. 
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Fig. 9: Dataset dimensions and sparsity of examples 

In section 2.2.2 a digital fingerprint approach for audio signals was proposed using 
Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCCs). This approach creates a multi-dimensional 
vector of values. Intuitively it can also be inferred that these values could cover a very wide 
range. Were the problem be one of recognising faces then one could assume that, often, a 
system would experience a vector containing values which have a similar pattern. This is 
part of a theory known as manifold learning in which data points appear in a 
‘neighbourhood’ of related data points. Manifold theory suggests that the probability 
distribution of real-world data is highly concentrated. Taking the example of a facial 
recognition system, the inputs to the system are likely to generally always be photographs 
of faces rather than randomly-generated noise, so one could say that this type of learning 
system really only experiences a very small proportion of the entire image space possible. 
With audio, we may not experience such defined manifolds and it is potentially likely that 
we experience data points with a low concentration probability distribution.  

Given we have highly-dimensional data which can be represented as an image, an 
appropriate approach is deep learning. 

2.4 Deep Learning 

The goal is to build a learning system that can experience training data and come up with a 
classification. To achieve this many concepts are brought together to form one solution. 
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The hierarchy of these concepts is deep, with many layers, and is termed deep learning.  

2.4.1 Convolutional Neural Networks 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are a type of Neural Network that adapted to 
handle data that has a grid-like topography. CNNs take their inspiration from a part of the 
human brain called V1; the Primary Visual Cortex (PVC). As a simplified example, the PVC 
is fed signals which are received from the stimulation of neurons in the retina in the eye by 
light. These retinal neurons perform some basic processing on the image received but do 
not alter its representation. This image is then sent via the optic nerve and a region of the 
brain called the Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN) to V1.  

CNNs model three properties of V1; arrangement as a 2-dimensional structure mirroring 
the retina, a linear function of the input in a spatially-localised receptive field, complex 
cells which respond to features in the image and are invariant to changing positions and 
orientations of those features. A CNNs final layer is closest to the brain’s inferotemporal 
cortex which respond to relatively complex features. 

 The convolution part of the name indicates that this type of network uses a mathematical 
operation known as a convolution Dumoulin and Visin (2016). A convolution is a functions 
with two arguments; the input and the kernel. The output of which is often referred to as a 
feature map. The input is generally a multi-dimensional array of values and the kernel is a 
multi-dimensional array of parameters adjusted by the learning algorithm. These 
multi-dimensional arrays are called tensors. Convolution is commutative, meaning, with 
input I and kernel K: 

I(m, n)K(i - m, j - n) = I(i - m, j - n)K(m, n) 

As there are generally fewer values for K, the latter is preferable. K is usually a more sparse 
matrix, with many of its values being zero, so zero values can be ignored. This is termed 
kernel flipping.  

Traditional neural networks use tied weights which are used once for each function in a 
model. CNNs, however, apply the kernel at every position of the input, repeating this 
‘tiling’ over the entire surface. This gives the network an equivariance to translation and 
enables the recognition of features which may change in one dimension, such as time or 
space. Effectively this means that if the input shifts, the output is shifted the same amount. 
This provides a very powerful method of finding features in a visual representation which 
may change position or rotate. A single kernel can extract one type of feature but at many 
different locations. To extract many features, many kernels must be used. 

CNNs typically have three phases: 

1) Convolution: perform several convolutions to generate a set of activations 
2) Detector: each activation is run through a nonlinear detector such as a rectified 

linear activation unit (ReLU) function. 
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3) Pooling: Adjacent cells of a feature map are merged by, for example, finding the 
maximum value. 

A ReLU is used, rather than the sinusoidal or radial activation functions, as it provides 
faster computations and more efficient gradient propagation Maas et al (2013). 

Another difference of a CNN to a regular neural network is that, while each hidden layer of 
an NN is fully-connected (sometimes referred to as densely connected), each hidden layer 
of a CNN only processes a tiny part of the previous layer: an area called a receptive field. 
The receptive field is synthesised by implementing a kernel which is mostly empty apart 
from a small area. 

 

Fig. 10: Representation of Convolutional Neural Network 

A simplified representation of a CNN is shown in fig. 10. Firstly the convolution process 
passes the kernels over the input which creates feature maps. These then go through a 
detection stage before pooling reduces the activations and creates the output.  To save 
some computations, the kernels may be applied at intervals across the input. This amounts 
to a downsampling of the result and is called stride. A stride of one unit is the analog of 
visiting every location. 

The image processed by each layer of a CNN can also become smaller at each layer as it’s 
effectively sampled. To prevent this, each layer can be zero-padded to replace the lost 
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pixels at the boundary of the images. An approach to handle this is to use valid padding 
which means the kernels are only applied to parts of the input that it can reach. Especially 
with large kernels this could mean that the edges of the inputs are not visited as the kernels 
will not fit into this space. Another approach is same padding where the images are kept at 
the same size but padded with zeroes to replace missing pixels at each level and supporting 
as many levels as required. However because the boundaries are being replaced with zeros, 
this could lead to underrepresentation of the pixels at that part of the image. Finally full 
padding ensures that each pixel can be visited multiple times  but as the pixels at the edge 
are the result of more padded zeros, features at the boundaries may not be responded to as 
strongly. This may be acceptable as the centre of the visual field is most important. Usually 
valid or same padding is employed, or a combination of these. 

Typically the most computationally expensive part of a CNN is feature detection. This is 
because, when training using a gradient descent, each step requires full forward and back 
propagation. When the network has layers of pooling the output is comparatively 
inexpensive. 

Goodfellow et al (2016) summarise the benefits of CNNs: "Convolutional networks provide 
a way to specialise neural networks to work with data that has a clear grid-structured 
topology and to scale such models to very large size"  

2.5 Research Conclusions 

The problem that this paper sets out to solve is automatic detection of audio signals. We 
could use signal processing techniques (Goto (2014), Müller et al (2011), and Pfeiffer et al 
(1997)) although these require an in-depth knowledge of audio theory. It would also be 
possible to construct a fairly brittle solution which may perform satisfactorily with audio it 
has been designed for but perform less well with audio it has not yet experienced. For this 
reason a more flexible and adaptable approach could be taken which can be used to explore 
the solution space and produce a robust solution which can continue to be optimised 
automatically. 

In the last few years the pace of research has increased in the field of deep learning and 
some promising results applying this approach to image analysis and classification. 
Research is also currently focusing on analysing audio signals using this deep learning 
approach Piczak (2015) with promising results for types of audio including music Lee et al 
(2017) and Oord et al (2013), environmental audio such as footsteps, baby crying, 
motorcycle, rain Gencoglu et al (2014) and Piczak (2015) and also recognising bird species 
from audio samples Piczak (2016).  

Although machine learning using traditional back-propagated neural networks has 
attempted to solve the types of problems discussed in this paper it is clear that deep 
learning has already had some considerable success. Goodfellow et al (2016) explain, “It is 
not entirely clear why convolutional networks succeeded when general back-propagation 
networks were considered to have failed. It may simply be that convolutional networks 
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were more computationally efficient than fully connected networks, so it was easier to run 
multiple experiments with them and tune their implementation and hyperparameters”. It 
is this computationally-efficient nature of deep learning that will be leveraged to build a 
learning system to classify audio signals. 

3 Methodology 

3.1 Approach and Technologies 

A number of machine learning libraries were considered while researching approaches to 
building a learning system to classify representations of audio signals.  

● Torch — This open-source machine learning library uses the programming language 
Lua and promoted by the Computational Intelligence, Learning, Vision, and 
Robotics (CILVR) Lab at New York University (NYU). Torch has been used by 
Twitter, Facebook AI lab, and by the Google DeepMind project. Torch is considered 
a good platform for reinforcement learning (inspired by the psychology of 
Behaviourism) although the documentation is quite complex. 

● Theano — An open-source library using the Python programming language and 
developed by the Université de Montréal’s Montréal Institute for Learning 
Algorithms (MILA). Theano is a good research platform but does not come with its 
own implementation of any neural network classes so some work has to be done to 
create these. However, built on top of Theano is the Keras library which provides 
additional features to Theano to enable rapid prototyping and experimentation.  

● Caffe — Developed by Yangqing Jia at the Berkeley Vision and Learning Center, 
Caffe is well suited to supervised computer vision learning tasks using 
Convolutional Neural Networks. 

● TensorFlow — A machine learning library using the Python programming language 
from Google which uses data flow graphs. Each node in a TensorFlow graph 
represents a mathematical operation and the edges of the graphs represents 
multi-dimensional arrays called tensors. TensorFlow was developed by the Google 
Brain Team, part of Google's Machine Intelligence research organisation. 
TensorFlow is appropriate for deep neural network research and has a wealth of 
good documentation and tutorials.  

● Deeplearning4j and Neuroph — Two Java libraries were also considered; 
Deeplearning4j and Neuroph. However as they do not support Python they were 
discounted for this research, although both provide a strong machine learning 
platform. 

Torch, Theano, and Caffe (with Keras) all provide the feature set required for this research 
although due to the current support from Google of TensorFlow and the very high quality 
of documentation, Abadi et al (2016), TensorFlow was selected to build a prototype. 

The prototype forms two parts; the first part an encoding system which takes each audio 
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file and generates a digital fingerprint as a Mel-frequency Cepstrum Coefficient (MFCC). 
See Appendix E for an example of the digital fingerprint. This fingerprint will be stored on 
disk as a set of tensors which can be read by a training system, which comprises the second 
part of the prototype. To compute these MFCCs the Librosa Python library for audio and 
music analysis will be used. The second part of the prototype will be a training system 
which implements a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). 

The CNN will have multiple layers including convolutional layers and fully connected 
layers and will use dropout to avoid overfitting. We will use a ReLU activation function to 
improve performance and the Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) method to compute 
gradients for our learning system—to decay the learning rate—as this provides better 
performance Kingma and Ba (2017) than classic gradient descent algorithms.  

3.2 Building the system 

3.2.1 Installation of dependencies 

To install the system dependencies the Python package manager Pip was used to using the 
Virtualenv virtual environment for Python development (see listing 1). This means that 
dependencies required for this system will not affect other systems.  

sudo pip install --upgrade virtualenv 

virtualenv --system-site-packages ~/tensorflow 

pip3 install --upgrade tensorflow 

Listing 1: Installing TensorFlow 

To install further dependencies such as Matplotlib for mathematical plotting and the 
Librosa library, Pip was also used (see listing 2). 

pip3 install --upgrade matplotlib 

pip3 install --upgrade librosa 

Listing 2: Installing dependencies 

3.2.2 Preparing the dataset 

To produce a dataset for training and validation, full recordings of radio broadcasts were 
obtained from the BBC Recording of Transmissions (RoT) system, which stores broadcast 
audio, as MP3 files. As radio networks often have varying styles of broadcast, all radio 
broadcasts were from the same network and the same show; The Radio 1 Breakfast Show 
with Nick Grimshaw from the week beginning the 6th March 2017.  

To build a dataset which can be encoded and used as training data the full MP3s were split 
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into small 4-second chunks in WAVE format. The length of 4 seconds was selected as, from 
experimentation, this was small enough to process at a reasonable speed and short enough 
to contain a single type of audio event but also long enough to contain enough data to 
represent the class of the clip. This is a similar approach to that of Piczak (2015) who used 
5 second samples of audio and Salamon and Bello (2016) who used 4 second chunks. These 
chunks were taken at a random distribution through the overall broadcast. This was done 
by generating a series of start/end timing labels which are imported into the audio editing 
programme Audacity and multiple audio clips exported, as seen in table 1. 

Start End 

0 second 4 second 

29 second 33 second 

63 second 67 second 

99 second 103 second 

... ... 

Table 1: Start / end labels. 

The start points were calculated by taking the current index and adding a random time 
between 20 and 40 seconds. The end points were calculated by adding 4 seconds onto the 
previous start point. In this manner, random segments of 4 seconds were sampled from 
the entire broadcast. This amounted to approximately 300+ samples for each broadcast. 

The resulting audio files were then labeled by listening to each sample and assigning a 
class to that sample. These classes were derived by listening to the types of audio found 
and grouping them together in similar categories. Table 2 shows these derived classes. 

Index Label 

0 Single Voice 

1 Music (Track) 

2 News 

3 Multi-Voice 

4 Sting/Bumper/Ident 

Table 2: Audio classifications 
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To assign a label to the audio example, a number between 0 and 4 was added to the 
filename of the sample. This gave the format: 20170309-181-0.wav where 20170309 is 
the date, 181 is the index of that sample, and 0 is the class. This was done so the encoder 
can automatically read the label (see line 4 of listing 3) and encode it as a one-hot array 
(see listing 4). 

3.2.3 Plotting 

Appendix A lists the code used to create plots of audio samples using Librosa and 
Matplotlib. This code is used to explore the audio samples and can produce either a 
waveform or a spectrogram type plot. By plotting both waveforms and spectrograms it can 
be shown how differing types of audio looks including clips from different genres of music; 
Figures 11a and 11b show plots from a clip from a rock song, figures 12a and 12b show plots 
from a clip from an R&B song, and finally figures 13a and 13b show plots from a clip of a 
single male voice speaking.  

 

Fig 11a: Waveform from rock song clip 

 

Fig 11b: Spectrogram from rock song clip 
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Fig 12a: Waveform from R&B song clip 

 

Fig 12b: Spectrogram from R&B song clip 

 

Fig 13a: Waveform from single male voice speech clip 
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Fig 13b: Spectrogram from single male voice speech clip 

It can be seen from plots 11a to 13b that the speech waveform and spectrogram contains 
more lower signal values, representing the pauses between words, the more rhythmic R&B 
clip contains regular beats showing as higher signal values, and the rock clip contains, 
overall, much more higher levels of signals for all time periods. It is by using these patterns 
or signatures of different types of audio signal that the learning system can use to classify 
audio clips. 

3.2.4 Encoding 

Although graphical plots of the audio clips can be generated, the WAVE samples must be 
represented as labels and tensors for the machine learning system to be able to process. 
These samples must therefore be encoded into a digital MFCC fingerprint. 

Appendix B contains the code used to extract digital fingerprints from the audio samples; 
this provides a consistent data representation format for audio samples. Extraction of 
features is separated from the training of the neural network because the extraction 
process is very computationally intensive so it can be run once and data files created which 
can be read by the neural network training feature each time it is run. The method 
extract, see listing 1, performs the MFCC encoding. 

1: def extract(filename, max_dimension): 
2:     y, sr = librosa.load(filename) 
3:     label = filename.split('/')[::-1][0].split('.')[0].split('-')[2] 
4:     one_hot_label = one_hot_encode(label) 
5:     mfcc = librosa.feature.mfcc(y=y, sr=sr, n_mfcc=60) 
6:     flat_mfcc = mfcc.flatten() 
7:     return one_hot_label, flat_mfcc[0:max_dimension] 

Listing 3: The extract function to generate MFCC 

Line 3 in listing 3 shows the sound clip being loaded with Librosa. The label for this clips is 
extracted from the filename and one-hot encoded (see listing 4) From the loaded sound 
clip an MFCC is generated (see listing 3, line 5) containing the number of mels which 
results in a vector of 60 vectors. This is then flattened to a 1-dimensional array and 
cropped to the max_dimension size and returned with the one-hot labels (see listing 4). By 
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cropping the returned fingerprint some data is lost from the end of the sample. This is 
because a 4-second audio clip contains 10380 items, when encoded. The vector is cropped 
to a length of 10000 because this nicely represents a 100x100 image—when reshaped to a 
2-D array—and thus allows us to apply convolutional layers easily, as 100 is reduced to 50 
item via the first convolutional layer, and then to 25 items in the second convolutional 
layer. 10000 items also represents a 3.85356455-second sample; this is calculated by 
dividing 4 seconds by the full number of items for a 4-second clip (10380 items), then 
multiplying it by 10000 yielding 3.85356455. This method therefore only crops 
0.14643545 of a second from the end of the clip. For the purposes of this research this is 
acceptable as the clips are already of acceptable size but for research requiring more 
accurate analysis this may not be an acceptable trade-off. 

1: def one_hot_encode(class_num): 
2:     n = int(class_num) 
3:     one_hot_encode = 1: np.zeros(num_unique_classes,) 
4:     one_hot_encode[n] = 1 
5:     return one_hot_encode 

Listing 4: The one-hot encode function 

One-hot encoded labels are classification labels that work better for regression and 
machine learning. Instead of just a single digit representation, one-hot encoded labels use 
an array the size of the number of labels used and a binary representation for the class. For 
example, if there were 5 classes and 10 examples, our one-hot array would contain ten 
items of 5 items long. Each class, 1 to 5 for example, would be represented in the array as 
[n, n, n, n, n] where n is a 1 if the class number matches that index or 0 otherwise. So, [0, 1, 
0, 0, 0] would represent class 1 (zero-indexed) and [0, 0, 0, 0, 1] would represent class 4 
(zero-indexed). Listing 4 is the function used to convert a digit ‘2’, for example, to a 
one-hot array; [0, 0, 1, 0, 0].  

[ 1.,  0.,  0.,  0.,  0.], 
[-52.36338713, -26.14099529, -25.44329665, -52.36338713, 
   1.04498571,  -9.55296002,  -1.52512812,   0.60518964, 
  -52.36338713,  -8.71407116, -15.90577028, -45.93183862, 
  -42.24414662, -52.36338713, -18.88981387, -23.88490069, 
  -27.33691858, -21.82661608, -52.36338713,  -4.75333458, 
  -8.01469876,  -0.54028876,   7.3683359 , -52.36338713, 
  19.74675648,  17.99970168,   9.42940411,  21.44448765, 
  -52.36338713, -12.79277413, -13.12440151, -52.36338713, 
  14.12331561,  -2.56319096,   2.81090027,   3.87716174, 
  ... 
  -30.27101614, -29.93491677, -30.21800449, -30.34399287] 

Listing 5: Array containing one-hot encoded label and MFCC-encoded audio sample 
tensor 

The encoder iterates through all of the files in subdirectories fold1, fold2, fold3, and 
fold4 of the input directory and creates an array of 2-dimensional arrays which contain 
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the one-hot encoded label and an MFCC tensor (see listing 5). The results of each directory 
are then saved to disk.  

The training and validation audio clips are selected with an 80/20 split, with 80% being 
used for training and 20% (in fold4) for validation. They were split by sampling at an even 
rate over all of the examples. For example, to select 20% of the samples, 4 samples are 
skipped and one selected. This ensures an even distribution of sound clip types with clips 
from adjacent parts of the broadcast in both the training and validation sets. Appendix D 
lists the code written to perform this sampling task. The audio clips were further split into 
folds 1 to 3 (to keep the size of the resultant arrays smaller) by sampling 33% of the first 
set, then 50% of the remaining 67%. This equates to roughly a third of the training dataset 
items in each fold and provides an even distribution for each fold. 

3.2.5 Building and Training the Convolutional Neural Network 

The topography of the CNN for the audio analysis system has two convolutional layers to 
act as feature detectors, a fully-connected layer, then a regression—or readout—layer. Max 
pooling is applied between convolutional layers to strengthen the features detected and the 
ReLU function will be used to build the activation map (see section 2.4.1). Appendix C lists 
the code. 

TensorFlow uses placeholders to contain values before they are computed so these values 
are specified as the correct shape of the resultant values (see listing 6) where W is the 
weight and b the bias we assign to the nodes. x is the placeholder for the image tensor so is 
the flattened size of image (10,000 if an image is 100 pixels by 100 pixels, etc) and y_ is 
the tensor containing a one-hot encoded label, so is the size of the number of labels we 
have. y is the regression model which multiplies the image tensor by the weight and then 
adds the bias. 

x = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, shape=[None, dimensions]) 
y_ = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, shape=[None, num_labels]) 
 
W = tf.Variable(tf.zeros([dimensions, num_labels])) 
b = tf.Variable(tf.zeros([num_labels])) 
 
y = tf.matmul(x,W) + b 

Listing 6: Tensor graph placeholders 

The first convolutional layer is shown in listing 7.  This specifies that it will compute 32 
features with a 5x5 size kernel and one input channel. 

W_conv1 = weight_variable([5, 5, 1, 32]) 
b_conv1 = bias_variable([32]) 

Listing 7: Specifying a convolutional layer 

Listing 8 shows convolution of the image with the weight, adding the bias, applying the 
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ReLU activation function and then adding max pooling to that layer. 

h_conv1 = tf.nn.relu(conv2d(x_image, W_conv1) + b_conv1) 
h_pool1 = max_pool_2x2(h_conv1) 

Listing 8: Convolution, adding bias, applying ReLU, max pooling 

The second convolutional layer is implemented in the same way as the first. After these two 
layers a fully-connected layer with 1024 neurons is implemented to process the entire 
image from the previous two convolutional layers. This is shown in listing 9. 

W_fc1 = weight_variable([25 * 25 * 64, 1024]) 
b_fc1 = bias_variable([1024]) 
 
h_pool2_flat = tf.reshape(h_pool2, [-1, 25 * 25 * 64]) 
h_fc1 = tf.nn.relu(tf.matmul(h_pool2_flat, W_fc1) + b_fc1) 

Listing 9: Fully-connected layer 

After the fully-connected layer a placeholder for dropout is added so that we can, when 
training the network, supply a value for the amount of dropout required (see listing 10). 
This is represented as a floating point number between 0.0 and 1.0 where 0.5 represents a 
50% dropout rate. The regression layer is also added which produces the output from the 
CNN. 

# dropout 
keep_prob = tf.placeholder(tf.float32) 
h_fc1_drop = tf.nn.dropout(h_fc1, keep_prob) 
 
# regression layer 
W_fc2 = weight_variable([1024, num_labels]) 
b_fc2 = bias_variable([5]) 
 
y_conv = tf.matmul(h_fc1_drop, W_fc2) + b_fc2 

Listing 10: Dropout and regression later 

The loss function cross_entropy is created (see listing 11) which calculates the cross 
entropy, or loss, between the application of the Softmax activation function to the model's 
prediction and the target prediction. This Softmax function is used in the final 
classification layer of the network.  The training optimiser is specified as an Adam 
optimiser (see listing 11). 

cross_entropy = tf.reduce_mean( 
  tf.nn.softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits(labels=y_, logits=y_conv) 
) 
train_step = tf.train.AdamOptimizer(1e-4).minimize(cross_entropy) 
correct_prediction = tf.equal(tf.argmax(y_conv,1), tf.argmax(y_,1)) 
accuracy = tf.reduce_mean(tf.cast(correct_prediction, tf.float32)) 
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Listing 11: Loss function, optimisation, prediction, and accuracy calculation. 

The model is trained by repeatedly running the training step for the number of epochs 
specified (see listing 12). At each step a set of the training data is fed into the network by 
selecting a small batch. These batches are assigned to the placeholders of x (image tensors) 
and y_ (one-hot encoded labels) and are selected from each training fold as a moving 
window of the batch_size. When the window reaches the end of a fold, it moves onto the 
next fold. When all are exhausted it moves back to the first fold. Dropout is assigned to this 
training step at 50% with the keep_prob argument set to 0.5. Listing 13 shows the code 
that performs an evaluation of the current accuracy of the model. Run at various intervals 
during the model training, the evaluation function gives us the current generalisation 
ability of the model. When checking the accuracy we use a dropout value (keep_prob) of 
1.0, or 100%, as we want to use all of our network and not apply any dropout. 

train_step.run(feed_dict={x:batch_x, y_:batch_y, keep_prob: 0.5}) 
 

Listing 12: Training step 

accuracy.eval(feed_dict={x:batch_x, y_:batch_y, keep_prob: 1.0}) 

Listing 13: Evaluation 

At this point we have trained a convolutional neural network with our test data although to 
determine its performance, especially its performance in the real world with real-world 
data, we need an approach to evaluate the model. 

The research code has been uploaded to GitHub: Anderson E (2017). 

4 Results and Analysis 

4.1 Evaluation 

The system is evaluated by training the model against the set of training data using batches 
of these training feature and label examples. While the model is undergoing training, the 
accuracy and cross entropy is logged for later viewing with the visualisation tool 
TensorBoard. The accuracy of the model being the evaluation of how effectively the model 
can predict correct classes, or how effectively it can generalise to examples supplied to it. 
For example, if there were 100 examples and the model could predict 70 of these correctly 
but 30 incorrectly, the accuracy would be 0.7 or 70%. In a model that is generalising more 
effectively, improving its learned ability, at each epoch we would expect this accuracy to 
slowly increase.  Conversely the cross entropy represents the reducing loss of the learning 
system as it generalises more effectively to the training set. In general the lower the loss is 
the better it is performing unless the model is overfitting to the training dataset. 

After all of the training epochs have been completed, the validation dataset is used to 
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evaluate the performance of the resultant model by applying the validation examples to the 
model with no dropout and calculating its accuracy. This process is repeated until all of the 
validation data has been evaluated against the model and the mean of each accuracy score 
is then calculated. This yields a floating-point number between 0.0 and 1.0 which 
represents its performance and can also be expressed as a percentage, such as 0.5 = 50%. 

4.1.1 Training with 1000 Epochs 

Training was performed over 1000 epochs with a batch size of 50 and a training dataset of 
1121 examples and 283 validation examples. This yielded an accuracy of 0.68596 or 69% 
after 1000 epochs. Figure 14 shows the cross entropy and figure 15 shows the accuracy for 
this run; the pale lane represents actual value plots and the strong line represents a 
smoothed gradient. Listing 14 shows the sampled loss at every 10 epochs, with similar 
values of 0.0 truncated for brevity. 

 

Fig. 14: Cross entropy loss plot for 1000 epochs 
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Fig.15: Accuracy plot for 1000 epochs 

running training: epochs[1000] batch[50] sample[10] 
epoch: 0 loss: 0.920000001788 
epoch: 10 loss: 0.360000014305 
epoch: 20 loss: 0.420000016689 
epoch: 30 loss: 0.160000026226 
epoch: 40 loss: 0.22000002861 
epoch: 50 loss: 0.139999985695 
epoch: 60 loss: 0.120000004768 
epoch: 70 loss: 0.0600000023842 
epoch: 80 loss: 0.100000023842 
epoch: 90 loss: 0.0799999833107 
epoch: 100 loss: 0.0400000214577 
epoch: 110 loss: 0.0400000214577 
epoch: 120 loss: 0.0199999809265 
epoch: 130 loss: 0.0600000023842 
epoch: 140 loss: 0.0400000214577 
epoch: 150 loss: 0.0 
epoch: 160 loss: 0.0 
epoch: 170 loss: 0.0199999809265 
epoch: 180 loss: 0.0 
... 
epoch: 990 loss: 0.0 
validation accuracy:  0.68596 

Listing 14: Console output from training run with 1000 epochs (truncated) 

Figs 14 and 15, and listing 14 show that at around 70 epochs the loss is almost at 0.0 and 
the accuracy is almost at 1.0. A score such as this wouldn’t be expected with previously 
unseen validation data as a perfect system would be exceptionally hard to create. This 
suggests that the model is therefore overfitting to the training data, of which there are only 
1121 examples. As this seems to occur before 100 epochs the training run can again be 
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performed to analyse this part of the training process as it appears that the more 
meaningful training happens before 100 epochs. 

4.1.2 Training with 100 Epochs 

Training was again performed for 100 epochs with a batch size of 50 and a training dataset 
of 1121 examples and 283 validation examples. This yielded an accuracy on the validation 
dataset of 0.712929 or 71%. However as can be seen in figure 15 and listing 15 the accuracy 
increases sharply to 0.06, or 1%, at around 90 epochs, which illustrates the point at which 
overfitting is occurring.  

 

Fig. 14: Cross Entropy loss plot for 100 epochs 
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Fig. 15: Accuracy plot for 100 epochs 

running training: epochs[100] batch[50] sample[10] 
epoch: 0 loss: 0.920000001788 
epoch: 10 loss: 0.379999995232 
epoch: 20 loss: 0.27999997139 
epoch: 30 loss: 0.22000002861 
epoch: 40 loss: 0.199999988079 
epoch: 50 loss: 0.199999988079 
epoch: 60 loss: 0.160000026226 
epoch: 70 loss: 0.180000007153 
epoch: 80 loss: 0.139999985695 
epoch: 90 loss: 0.0600000023842 
validation accuracy:  0.712929 

Listing 15: Console output from training run with 100 epochs 

The model began with around 8% accuracy and at approximately 80 epochs it reached 
0.861 or 86% accuracy with the training dataset. Evaluating the accuracy for the validation 
dataset after training yielded an accuracy of 0.712929, or 71%.  

4.1.3 Training with 40 Epochs 

Training with 1000 and 100 epochs leads to an observation that at between 30 and 80 
epochs the model has between a 10% to 20% loss, or is 80 to 90% accurate. To explore the 
approach further, the model was trained with 40 epochs with a batch size of 50 and a 
training dataset of 1121 examples and 283 validation examples. This number of epochs is 
designed to halt the training when that loss is reached; this is one approach to reducing 
overfitting.  

After 40 epochs the model yielded an accuracy 0.677576, or 68% which was less than the 
71% achieved after 100 epochs. Figure 16 shows the accuracy progressively climbing 
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through the training and fig 17 shows the cross entropy reducing over the training period 
which illustrates that, for the limited training data, the optimum accuracy is achieved at 
more than 40 epochs but less than 100 epochs. 

 

Fig. 16: Accuracy plot for 40 epochs 

 

Fig. 17: Cross entropy loss plot for 40 epochs 

running training: epochs[40] batch[50] sample[10] 
epoch: 0 loss: 0.940000001341 
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epoch: 10 loss: 0.480000019073 
epoch: 20 loss: 0.240000009537 
epoch: 30 loss: 0.240000009537 
validation accuracy:  0.677576 

Listing 16: Console output from training run with 40 epochs 

After running training over 1000, 100, and 40 epochs, the most accurate model was 
trained after 100 epochs and achieved an accuracy of 71%. The ideal for a deep network 
such as a CNN is for it to undergo a large amount of training while neither overfitting or 
underfitting however it has been demonstrated that—with a limited dataset such as the 
1121 training examples and 283 validation examples—overtraining provides diminishing 
returns as the model overfits to the limited dataset. From this is concluded that a much 
larger dataset could improve performance drastically. 

TensorBoard provides a UI to explore the model graphically; figure 18 is a visual 
representation of the resultant network nodes, showing the two convolutional layers and 
the matrix multiplication nodes. Figure 19 shows the auxiliary graph nodes such as the 
cross entropy.  

 

Fig. 18: Main Graph 
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Fig. 19: Auxiliary Graph Nodes 

The research demonstrates that CNNs are appropriate for use in an automated system for 
classifying audio. Such a system could be deployed in a production environment, for 
example in a cloud-based environment, and fed audio samples from live or pre-recorded 
broadcast. The classifications for each audio segment could then be stored in a database 
along with the time code of the audio sample as semantic metadata and then supplied via 
an API to broadcast production tools and systems. With this type of deployment the model 
would benefit from regular training with new data which would potentially require some 
human interaction to aid with new audio classification.  
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5. Conclusions 

Through research it has been shown that it is possible to encode audio signals using 
Mel-frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCCs) and use these as features to train a 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to detect similar features in previously unseen 
examples. Using this approach it is possible to utilise a CNN as an automated system for 
analysing the content of radio broadcasts to a 71% accuracy, from the limited test data used 
in this research.  

During the research it became evident that different radio networks, such as Radio 1 and 
Radio 4, have very different styles and so a news broadcast on Radio 1—which has a 
musical bed running underneath the speech and a speedy delivery—is quite different from 
a news broadcast on Radio 4 which has no musical bed and is delivered in a slower 
manner. Along with differing styles obvious differences between networks such as Radio 
1—predominantly being a music network—and Radio 4—predominantly a spoken-word 
network—mean that differing types of networks must be considered separately and a 
model trained on audio samples for one network will likely perform poorly for another 
network. However there is scope to research classifying audio with other classifications 
such as as funny or angry based on incidents of laughter or shouting voices in the audio 
signals by training a model to classify this signature of audio. 

The limited dataset, although very laborious to create, means that a CNN can only undergo 
a certain amount of training before it begins to overfit to this finite dataset; this tendency 
to overfit is represented in figure 3. However, a much larger dataset would likely yield a 
much more powerful model. Creating a large dataset is a laborious task but this could be 
achieved by automation or human-operated tools. 

It has been shown that a CNN using two convolutional layers, ReLU activation functions, a 
fully-connected layer, pooling, and dropout can be trained to detect features in input audio 
signals once these audio signals are converted into an image which is appropriate for 
analysis. It has also been shown that even a large image tensor, with a dimension of 1000 
(100x100 image) can be used to train a CNN. 

5.1 Further Work 

5.1.1 Dataset Size 

The main limitation in this research was the size of the dataset. To produce a dataset 
appropriate for this training, recordings of broadcasts must be obtained and then cut into 
smaller chunks. Each of these chunks must be auditioned by a human to classify. This is a 
very laborious process although could be a candidate for automation. By using existing 
production tools an automated system could be built which prepares audio examples from 
known content types and use these to train a CNN model. In this way many more examples 
could be generated thereby improve the training conditions for the neural network.  
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With a greater dataset size, the system should also be able to load these examples in a 
memory-effective manner. As datasets grow larger, it would be impractical to load it all 
before training so the system could be updated to use a mechanism like the TensorFlow 
input pipeline which can supply a stream of training data. 

A further approach to increasing the training dataset size is augmentation. Salamon and 
Bello (2016) explain this as “the application of one or more deformations to a collection of 
annotated training samples which result in new, additional training data”. Using this 
approach an existing dataset can be processed and each example augmented using 
pitch-shifting or time-shifting to create a new example from an existing example. However 
given the volume of radio broadcasts there is a lot of source audio to form datasets from; 
although this technique could aid with the process of classification as a small deformation 
in the audio would result in two different examples with the same classification; thereby 
doubling the dataset size. 

5.1.2 Production System 

Currently this research extracts features from audio samples and trains a machine learning 
system to classify future audio signal examples. A production system can be created from 
this research by presenting to a pre-trained model—in the way the validation dataset 
evaluation was performed—new examples to classify. This type of production system could 
then form a service which analyses audio signals and provides a classification and a 
confidence score as to how sure the system is of its prediction. Predictions of this type of 
system can be used to create a series of labels for an audio broadcast as a list of events with 
timecodes. These labels could then be used to seed other production systems, for example; 
automatically creating short segments of the longer audio sample, providing an overview of 
a broadcast’s content, or removing music from broadcasts before making it available to 
audiences in areas where performance rights restrict the broadcast of music. 

The 5 classifications selected for this research represented classes actually experienced 
when classifying examples to build the dataset (see section 3.2.2) although there are many 
more other types of audio signal possible. As such, training a model to search for a much 
wider set of classifications could demonstrate the abilities to classify wider types of content 
and providing further insights into the audio. Further, by using other learning systems (see 
section 5.1.3) it could be possible to build a model that yields its own classifications by 
analysing the types of sounds experienced. 

5.1.3 Learning Systems 

The research focused on one type of learning system; a Convolutional Neural Network. 
This was chosen, after research, due to its appropriateness for dealing with patterns which 
may be shifted over an axis, such as a similar audio feature shifted over time. However 
research also suggests that approaches such as recurrent networks and convolutional deep 
belief networks may also be effective. (Ko et al (2017) and Van den Oord et al (2016)) 
Recurrent networks (RNs) could be appropriate for audio analysis as they are able to 
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flexibly handle varying sequences of inputs rather than relying on every input to be of the 
same size (for example, the 4-second chunks of audio used in this research). By using this 
type of approach, an RN could continually listen to audio signals and infer a classification 
which, over time, is improved; this unsegmented approach suits a task processing a stream 
of audio. Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) can be used as a feature detector on an input signal 
and, once these features have been learned, be used as a classifier of those features. 

A further form of learning system that could be appropriate are Time Delay Neural 
Networks (TDNNs) LeCun et al (1998).  This type of network is designed to handle 
sequential data and recognise changes in that sequence. Although this may not form a full 
system by itself, this type of approach could be used to pre-process audio into events for 
later analysis. 

Further research with CNNs would also be very useful, experimenting with the kernel size 
and the number of features the convolutional layers are looking for. By adjusting these, 
and other, hyperparameters the model could be tuned to perform to a higher accuracy with 
audio signals. 

5.1.4 Audio Analysis 

Audio processing for this research was performed with Librosa, however this was limited 
to generating MFCC fingerprints. Librosa is a powerful system and could be utilised to 
generate much more complex fingerprints that could express a much more accurate 
fingerprint of the audio signal. By generating features using deltas or recurrence matrices, 
for example, a more complex picture of the audio can be created. This more complex data 
could then be used to train a CNN and provide more detail for the model to generalise to. 

The MFCC representation used in this research was a single channel (see Listing 7) 
although with a more complex fingerprint it would be possible to use multiple channels. 
Taking advantage of the possibilities for a number channels may improve the performance 
of the CNN. However, this could lead to the sparsity issues described by the Hughes 
Phenomenon (see section 2.3.4), although ensuring each channel was well represented 
with values could reduce this risk. 
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7. Appendices 

Appendix A: Wave and Spectrogram Plotting Source Code 

import glob 
import os 
import matplotlib 
matplotlib.use('TkAgg') 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plotter 
import numpy as np 
from matplotlib.pyplot import specgram 
import librosa 
import librosa.display 
import tensorflow as tf 
import sys 
import argparse 
 
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser() 
parser.add_argument('--type', type=str, default='spec') 
parser.add_argument('--title', type=str, default='Plot') 
parser.add_argument('--file', action='append', required=True) 
args = parser.parse_args() 
 
files = args.file 
plot_type = args.type 
title = args.title 
 
def load_sound_files(files): 
    raw_sounds = [] 
    for fp in files: 
        X,sr = librosa.load(fp) 
        raw_sounds.append(X) 
    return raw_sounds 
 
def plot_waveform(raw_sounds): 
    i = 1 
    fig = plotter.figure(figsize=(25, 60)) 
    fig.suptitle("Waveform " + title, fontsize=12) 
    for f in raw_sounds: 
        plotter.subplot(2, 1, i) 
        librosa.display.waveplot(np.array(f), sr=22050) 
        i += 1 
    plotter.show() 
 
def plot_spectrogram(raw_sounds): 
    i = 1 
    fig = plotter.figure(figsize=(25, 60)) 
    fig.suptitle("Spectrogram " + title, fontsize=12) 
    for sound in raw_sounds: 
        plotter.subplot(2, 1, i) 
        specgram(np.array(sound), Fs=22050) 
        i += 1 
    plotter.show() 
 
raw = load_sound_files(files) 
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if(plot_type == "wave"): 
    plot_waveform(raw) 
elif(plot_type == "spec"): 
    plot_spectrogram(raw) 
else: 
    print("Unknown plot type: ", plot_type) 
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Appendix B: Audio Fingerprint Encoding Source Code 

import glob 
import os 
import librosa 
import matplotlib 
matplotlib.use('TkAgg') 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
plt.style.use('ggplot') 
import tensorflow as tf 
import numpy as np 
import time 
import sys 
import argparse 
 
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser() 
parser.add_argument('--dir', type=str, required=True, help='input file directory') 
args = parser.parse_args() 
 
audio_dir = args.dir 
dest_dir = 'data' 
 
flat_dimension=10000 
num_unique_classes=5 
 
if not os.path.exists(dest_dir): 
    os.makedirs(dest_dir) 
 
def extract_label(filename): 
    labels = filename.split('/')[::-1][0].split('.')[0].split('-')[2] 
    return labels 
 
def one_hot_encode(class_num): 
    n = int(class_num) 
    one_hot_encode = np.zeros(num_unique_classes,) 
    one_hot_encode[n] = 1 
    return one_hot_encode 
 
def extract(filename, max_dimension): 
    y, sr = librosa.load(filename) 
    label = filename.split('/')[::-1][0].split('.')[0].split('-')[2] 
    one_hot_label = one_hot_encode(label) 
    mfcc = librosa.feature.mfcc(y=y, sr=sr, n_mfcc=60) 
    flat_mfcc = mfcc.flatten() 
    return one_hot_label, flat_mfcc[0:max_dimension] 
 
def process_files(in_dir, max_dimension): 
    labels = [] 
    melspecs = [] 
    for file in glob.glob(os.path.join(in_dir, "*.wav")): 
        print("extracting feature from ", file) 
        label, melspec = extract(file, max_dimension) 
        labels.append(label) 
        melspecs.append(melspec) 
    return np.array(labels), np.array(melspecs) 
 
def save_data(filename, labels, features): 
    np.save(file="data/" + filename + "_labels", arr=labels) 
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    np.save(file="data/" + filename + "_features", arr=features) 
 
def extract_to_disk(batchname): 
    print("extracting " + batchname + " features and labels") 
    labels, features = process_files(audio_dir + batchname, flat_dimension) 
    print(batchname + " example size: " + str(len(features))) 
    print(batchname + " feature dimension: " + str(len(features[0]))) 
    save_data(batchname, labels, features) 
 
start = int(round(time.time() * 1000)) 
 
extract_to_disk('fold1') 
extract_to_disk('fold2') 
extract_to_disk('fold3') 
extract_to_disk('fold4') 
 
end = int(round(time.time() * 1000)) 
 
print("completed in " + str((end - start) / 1000) + " seconds") 
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Appendix C: Convolutional Neural Network Training Source Code 

import numpy as np 
import tensorflow as tf 
import time 
import argparse 
import os 
 
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser() 
parser.add_argument('--epochs', type=int, default=1000, help='number of training 
iterations') 
parser.add_argument('--sample', type=int, default=10, help='rate current cost is 
evaluated') 
parser.add_argument('--batch', type=int, default=50, help='number of examples in each 
training epoch') 
args = parser.parse_args() 
 
training_epochs = args.epochs 
sample_size = args.sample 
batch_size = args.batch 
 
model_dir = 'model' 
log_dir = 'log' 
 
if not os.path.exists(model_dir): 
    os.makedirs(model_dir) 
 
if not os.path.exists(log_dir): 
    os.makedirs(log_dir) 
 
flat_dimension = 10000 
folds = [0, 0, 0, 0] 
 
sess = tf.InteractiveSession() 
 
def weight_variable(shape): 
   initial = tf.truncated_normal(shape, stddev=0.1) 
   return tf.Variable(initial) 
  
def bias_variable(shape): 
   initial = tf.constant(0.1, shape=shape) 
   return tf.Variable(initial) 
  
def conv2d(x, W): 
   return tf.nn.conv2d(x, W, strides=[1, 1, 1, 1], padding='SAME') 
  
def max_pool_2x2(x): 
   return tf.nn.max_pool(x, ksize=[1, 2, 2, 1], strides=[1, 2, 2, 1], padding='SAME') 
 
def slice(index, features, labels, size): 
    """ 
    Slices `size` items from `features` and `labels` from the `index` backwards. 
    For example, index=10, size=2, returns features[8:10], labels[8:10] 
 
    Args:` 
        index (int): The current index 
        features (array): The features 
        labels (array): The labels 
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        size (int): The size of slice to return 
 
    Returns: 
        array, array: A tuple containing arrays of (features, labels) 
    """ 
    x = max((index - size), 0) 
    y = max(index, 0) 
    batch_x = features[x:y] 
    batch_y = labels[x:y] 
    return batch_x, batch_y 
 
def get_next_training_batch(size): 
  """ 
    Returns a batch of training examples from fold1, fold2, or fold3. Batch 
    is of size specified and on a moving window through each fold. When one 
    fold is exhausted it will move onto the next fold. When all are exhausted 
    it will restart with the first fold. 
 
    Args: 
 
    Returns: 
        array, array: A tuple containing arrays of (features, labels) 
    """ 
  if ((folds[0] >= 0) and (folds[1] >= 0) and (folds[2] >= 0)): 
    folds[0] = len(fold2_features) 
    folds[1] = len(fold2_features) 
    folds[2] = len(fold3_features) 
 
  if (folds[0] > 0): 
    batch_x, batch_y = slice(folds[0], fold1_features, fold1_labels, size) 
    folds[0] = max(folds[0] - size, 0) 
  elif (folds[1] > 0): 
    batch_x, batch_y = slice(folds[1], fold2_features, fold2_labels, size) 
    folds[1] = max(folds[1] - size, 0) 
  elif (folds[2] > 0): 
    batch_x, batch_y = slice(folds[2], fold3_features, fold3_labels, size) 
    folds[2] = max(folds[2] - size, 0) 
 
  return batch_x, batch_y 
 
def get_next_validation_batch(size): 
  """ 
    Returns a batch of validation examples from fold4. Batch is of size specified  
    and on a moving window through fold4. When the fold is exhausted it will restart. 
 
    Args: 
 
    Returns: 
        array, array: A tuple containing arrays of (features, labels) 
    """ 
  if (folds[3] <= 0): 
    folds[3] = len(fold4_features) 
 
  batch_x, batch_y = slice(folds[3], fold4_features, fold4_labels, size) 
  folds[3] = max(folds[3] - size, 0) 
 
  return batch_x, batch_y 
 
# load data 
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print("loading training data") 
fold1_features = np.load(file='data/fold1_features.npy') 
fold1_labels = np.load(file='data/fold1_labels.npy') 
folds[0] = len(fold1_features) 
 
fold2_features = np.load(file='data/fold2_features.npy') 
fold2_labels = np.load(file='data/fold2_labels.npy') 
folds[1] = len(fold2_features) 
 
fold3_features = np.load(file='data/fold3_features.npy') 
fold3_labels = np.load(file='data/fold3_labels.npy') 
folds[2] = len(fold3_features) 
 
num_training_examples = folds[0] + folds[1] + folds[2] 
print("training example size: " + str(num_training_examples)) 
 
print("loading validation data") 
fold4_features = np.load(file='data/fold4_features.npy') 
fold4_labels = np.load(file='data/fold4_labels.npy') 
folds[3] = len(fold4_features) 
 
num_validation_examples = folds[3] 
print("validation example size: " + str(num_validation_examples)) 
 
num_labels = len(fold1_labels[0]) 
print("found " + str(num_labels) + " unique labels in dataset") 
 
# graph nodes 
x = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, shape=[None, flat_dimension]) 
y_ = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, shape=[None, num_labels]) 
 
W = tf.Variable(tf.zeros([flat_dimension, num_labels])) 
b = tf.Variable(tf.zeros([num_labels])) 
 
y = tf.matmul(x,W) + b 
  
# first convolutional layer - patch size 5x5, input channel 1, output channel 32 
W_conv1 = weight_variable([5, 5, 1, 32]) 
b_conv1 = bias_variable([32]) 
 
# apply layer 
x_image = tf.reshape(x, [-1, 100, 100, 1]) 
 
# convolve, add bias, apply ReLU, max pool - reduces image to 50x50 
h_conv1 = tf.nn.relu(conv2d(x_image, W_conv1) + b_conv1) 
h_pool1 = max_pool_2x2(h_conv1) 
 
# second convolutional layer - patch size 5x5, input channel 32, output channel 64 
W_conv2 = weight_variable([5, 5, 32, 64]) 
b_conv2 = bias_variable([64]) 
 
h_conv2 = tf.nn.relu(conv2d(h_pool1, W_conv2) + b_conv2) 
h_pool2 = max_pool_2x2(h_conv2) 
 
# reduced to 25x25 
 
# densely connected layer 
W_fc1 = weight_variable([25 * 25 * 64, 1024]) 
b_fc1 = bias_variable([1024]) 
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h_pool2_flat = tf.reshape(h_pool2, [-1, 25 * 25 * 64]) 
h_fc1 = tf.nn.relu(tf.matmul(h_pool2_flat, W_fc1) + b_fc1) 
 
# dropout 
with tf.name_scope('Dropout'): 
  keep_prob = tf.placeholder(tf.float32) 
  h_fc1_drop = tf.nn.dropout(h_fc1, keep_prob) 
tf.summary.scalar('dropout_keep_probability', keep_prob) 
 
# regression layer 
W_fc2 = weight_variable([1024, num_labels]) 
b_fc2 = bias_variable([5]) 
 
y_conv = tf.matmul(h_fc1_drop, W_fc2) + b_fc2 
 
# train and evaulate model 
with tf.name_scope('Cross_Entropy'): 
  cross_entropy = tf.reduce_mean(tf.nn.softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits(labels=y_, 
logits=y_conv)) 
  train_step = tf.train.AdamOptimizer(1e-4).minimize(cross_entropy) 
tf.summary.scalar('cross_entropy', cross_entropy) 
 
with tf.name_scope('Accuracy'): 
  correct_prediction = tf.equal(tf.argmax(y_conv,1), tf.argmax(y_,1)) 
  accuracy = tf.reduce_mean(tf.cast(correct_prediction, tf.float32)) 
tf.summary.scalar('accuracy', accuracy) 
 
print("running training: epochs[" + str(training_epochs) + "] batch[" + 
str(batch_size) + "] sample[" + str(sample_size) + "]") 
start = int(round(time.time() * 1000)) 
sess.run(tf.global_variables_initializer()) 
loss_history = np.empty(shape=[1], dtype=float) 
 
train_writer = tf.summary.FileWriter(log_dir, graph=tf.get_default_graph()) 
merged = tf.summary.merge_all() 
 
for i in range(training_epochs): 
  batch_x, batch_y = get_next_training_batch(batch_size) 
 
  if i%sample_size == 0: 
    train_accuracy = accuracy.eval(feed_dict={x:batch_x, y_:batch_y, keep_prob: 1.0}) 
    print("epoch: " + str(i) + " loss: " + str((1 - train_accuracy))) 
  
  summary, acc = sess.run([merged, train_step], feed_dict={x:batch_x, y_:batch_y, 
keep_prob: 0.5}) 
  train_writer.add_summary(summary, i) 
 
# evaulate accuracy with validation set 
v_accuracy = [] 
for count in range(0, 6): 
  v_batch_x, v_batch_y = get_next_validation_batch(batch_size) 
  v_accuracy.append(accuracy.eval(feed_dict={x:v_batch_x, y_:v_batch_y, keep_prob: 
1.0})) 
print("validation accuracy: ", np.mean(v_accuracy)) 
 
saver = tf.train.Saver() 
saver.save(sess, model_dir + '/whatson') 
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end = int(round(time.time() * 1000)) 
print("completed in " + str((end - start) / 1000) + " seconds") 
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Appendix D: File Sampling 

import os 
import shutil 
import sys 
import argparse 
 
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser() 
parser.add_argument('--src', type=str, required=True, help='input directory') 
parser.add_argument('--stride', type=int, required=True, help='distance between 
samples') 
parser.add_argument('--dest', type=str, required=True, help='output directory') 
args = parser.parse_args() 
 
in_dir = args.src 
stride = args.stride 
out_dir = args.dest 
 
if not os.path.exists(out_dir): 
    os.makedirs(out_dir) 
 
i=0 
for basename in os.listdir(in_dir): 
    if basename.endswith('.wav'): 
        pathname = os.path.join(in_dir, basename) 
        if os.path.isfile(pathname): 
            if (i == 0): 
              shutil.move(pathname, out_dir) 
              # print("moving " + pathname + " to " + out_dir) 
            i = (i + 1) % stride 
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Appendix E: Encoded Audio File with 100 features 

(array( 
  [ 1.,  0.,  0.,  0.,  0.]),  
  array([-150.8834302 , -171.73894976, -222.66420464, -216.68764924, 
       -172.20481797, -122.20619679,  -99.47757959, -123.10768994, 
       -152.05748375, -177.61426601, -151.26600658, -107.63373113, 
       -125.1530222 , -124.61046606, -111.47957073, -122.2588288 , 
       -160.16532145, -206.09695261, -200.10950192, -189.31761977, 
       -181.69074563, -182.07766631, -206.14017268, -184.9095423 , 
       -130.05895899, -107.58921224, -120.17202967, -151.12140928, 
       -101.80935103,  -76.97457797, -121.4206913 , -169.4672292 , 
       -143.49147022, -152.79361459, -151.92210123, -120.07070062, 
       -145.46085346, -182.8444266 , -173.34641617, -176.41757376, 
       -268.3002672 , -292.22865363, -162.5112799 , -108.61189129, 
        -94.77543678,  -84.23696557,  -41.06830444,  -24.5920567 , 
        -51.48527197,  -84.10925086, -133.52082388, -155.82309683, 
       -152.16638566, -139.35748215, -142.52985515, -165.20238799, 
       -165.94680252, -169.46353254, -216.93567316, -233.21905013, 
       -213.10109426, -197.11444256, -124.84042835,  -94.33092684, 
       -133.04500614, -162.84881637, -212.89600894, -319.18038398, 
       -327.72792789, -294.31794381, -275.07830194, -124.19397968, 
        -45.46507657,  -57.87480892, -118.35569044, -185.74613489, 
       -244.90698464, -170.46500514, -112.60418004, -112.13376266, 
       -130.56038891, -146.2463403 ,  -85.19369161,  -83.35265474, 
        -98.7493098 , -131.79145279, -156.6783187 , -144.84663915, 
       -177.16479707, -213.32530783, -214.56069674, -239.59997792, 
       -141.92657839,  -46.26870422,  -33.87690679,  -97.78751832, 
        -89.36068636, -117.47811485, -217.85169376, -331.39261332]) 
) 
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Introduction 
This thesis proposes to investigate content categorisation of audio signals using automated 
machine learning techniques. Audio content often has supporting metadata which 
describes the content of a broadcast; sometimes time-coded to the broadcast. However for 
historical broadcasts or live broadcasts this data is generally not available, especially 
time-coded events. This thesis will employ machine learning techniques to classify the 
actual audio content as an approach to generating metadata for production uses such as 
automatic audio segmentation. 
 
Using prepared audio, training sets will be generated by encoding the audio signals into 
digital fingerprints which will be used to train a neural network to analyse live or historical 
audio signals. This neural network will then infer which classes the audio signal contains; 
such as news broadcasts, music, spoken word, etc. 
 
An approach such as this would be of use in a broadcast organisation for analysing archive 
audio, for generating on-the-fly metadata for live broadcasts, and for generating 
framework metadata to seed broadcast production systems. 

Background 
Modern broadcasting workflow increasingly includes the creation of supporting metadata 
either manually (such as the editorial curation of events within a broadcast), or 
automatically (event messages generated by playout systems and production tools. This 
allows metadata to be generated for the actual content of the audio signal; providing 
time-codes for events etc. However, for historical content or live-streamed content this 
metadata is often not present. A system that can analyse audio signals to infer categories of 
content a broadcast contains could be used to search for that particular content within 
long-form audio recordings,  to generate a timeline of events, or even facilitate a process to 
generate short-form clips from that larger audio asset.  

Aims and Objectives 
The aim of this thesis is to investigate appropriate methodologies and then to build a 
machine learning system which can analyse and classify audio signals based on their 
digital fingerprint. This system could then be used to generate events for audio signals, 
providing a ‘cue sheet’ for that broadcast. The approach will be researched, documented, 
and evaluated against a validation dataset. 
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Methodology 
Training sets will be created consisting of audio clips which will be used to train a 
convolutional neural network classifier built using the open-source software library 
TensorFlow. This classifier will then be run on segments of an audio broadcast to classify 
that segment. The results of the classifier will be compared against human-classified 
validation data to check for accuracy in the classification of the audio. 
 
A convolutional neural network will be research for its applicability for this system as the 
audio data could have repeating patterns and signatures, which a convolutional neural 
network may be able to detect. The system will be trained with pre-classified audio samples 
to allow it to learn the signatures of various classes of audio content. 

Required Resources 
This thesis will require my own laptop for the audio analysis and development stage. 
Software will be developed to analyse audio signals which will use the machine intelligence 
open-source software library TensorFlow and will be written in Python. 

Expected Outcome 
This thesis will yield an approach for analysing and automatically classifying audio data. 
The approach will be designed so that it can be run against existing audio files. The 
machine learning approach will be documented and evaluated for performance. 

Research Constraints  
Audio signals can contain a wide range of categories and subjects so this research will be 
restricted to a set of classes, to avoid having overly large number of training sets. These 
classes will be appropriate to broadcast organisations and cover classes such as music, 
news broadcasts, interviews, etc. This will provide a base set of classes for audio signals. 
Due to the time required to classify audio samples, the research will be undertaken with a 
limited dataset. 
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Elisabeth Anderson 

BBC Design and Engineering 
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Abstract 

Modern radio playout systems are able to produce 

metadata to support broadcast audio. This can include 

start and end points for tracks played, studio microphone 

activations, and timings for news broadcasts. This 

metadata relies on studio equipment supporting the 

generation of this metadata and is restricted to only the 

types of metadata built into these systems. 

This thesis describes an approach to generating metadata 

from a raw audio signals using an automated 

machine-learning system to augment broadcast audio 

with metadata about the content of the audio. 

Audio fingerprints as Mel-frequency Cepstrum 

Coefficients (MFCCs) were generated from raw 4-second 

duration WAVE audio samples. These 1-dimensional 

tensors were used to train a Deep Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) classifier using the TensorFlow machine 

learning library with two convolutional layers, rectified 

linear activation unit (ReLU) activation functions, a 

fully-connected layer, pooling, and dropout. This model 

was validated against previously unseen audio 

fingerprints and classified audio with a 71% accuracy. 

The conclusion of this research was that CNNs were 

found to be an appropriate approach for building audio 

classifiers without requiring in-depth knowledge of audio 

theory and signal processing.  

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

This paper describes an approach to generating metadata 

from an audio signal with no production metadata, using 

an automated machine-learning system. An automated 

classifier is proposed which can be trained to recognise 

types of audio and provide a classification for that signal, 

thereby generating a map of that broadcast. This map can 

be then used by production systems to automatically 

generate audio short-form segments or search for 

particular types of content. 

2. Background 

In the last few years the pace of research has increased in 

the field of deep learning and some promising results 

applying this approach to image analysis and 

classification. Research is also currently focusing on 

analysing audio signals using this deep learning approach 

Piczak (2015) with promising results for types of audio 

including music Lee et al (2017) and Oord et al (2013), 

environmental audio such as footsteps, baby crying, 

motorcycle, rain Gencoglu et al (2014) and Piczak (2015) 

and also recognising bird species from audio samples 

Piczak (2016).  

Although machine learning using traditional 

back-propagated neural networks has attempted to solve 

the types of problems discussed in this paper it is clear 

that deep learning has already had some considerable 

success. Goodfellow et al (2016) explain, “It is not 

entirely clear why CNNs succeeded when general 

back-propagation networks were considered to have 

failed. It may simply be that CNNs were more  
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computationally efficient than fully connected networks, 

so it was easier to run multiple experiments with them 

and tune their implementation and hyperparameters”. It 

is this computationally-efficient nature of deep learning 

that will be leveraged to build a learning system to 

classify audio signals. 

3. Method 

The method forms two parts; the first an encoding system 

which takes each audio file (see fig 1) and generates a 

digital fingerprint as a Mel-frequency Cepstrum 

Coefficient (MFCC). This fingerprint will be stored on 

disk as a set of tensors which can be read by the second 

part of the system; a machine learning system. To 

compute these MFCCs the Librosa Python library for 

audio and music analysis will be used. The second part of 

the prototype will be a training system which implements 

a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Generalisation 

performance of this machine learning system is 

quantified by calculating the model’s accuracy on training 

data and validation data. The model’s cross entropy is 

also used to calculate the model’s loss. 

 

Fig 1: Spectrogram from single male voice speech clip 

This CNN will have multiple layers, including 

convolutional layers, fully connected layers, and use 

dropout to avoid overfitting. We will use a ReLU 

activation function to improve performance and the 

Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) method to 

compute gradients for our learning system—to decay the 

learning rate—as this provides better performance 

Kingma and Ba (2017) than classic gradient descent 

algorithms.  

5. Conclusion 

Through research it has been shown that it is possible to 

encode audio signals using Mel-frequency Cepstrum 

Coefficients (MFCCs) and use these as features to train a 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to detect similar 

features in previously unseen examples. Using this 

approach it is possible to utilise a CNN as an automated 

system for analysing the content of radio broadcasts to a 

71% accuracy, from the test data used in this research.  

It has been shown that a CNN using two convolutional 

4. Results 

Training of the CNN was completed over 1000, 100, and 

40 epochs and the most accurate model was trained after 

100 epochs and achieved an accuracy of 71%. The ideal 

for a deep network such as a CNN is for it to undergo a 

large amount of training while neither overfitting or 

underfitting so more data would improve this accuracy. It 

has been demonstrated that, with a limited dataset such 

as the 1121 training examples and 283 validation 

examples, overtraining provides diminishing returns as 

the model overfits to the limited dataset. It’s clear from 

this that a very large dataset could very well improve 

performance drastically. 

Figure 2 shows the accuracy of the model over 100 

epochs and figure 3 shows the cross entropy, loss, over 

the same 100 epochs. 

 

Fig. 2: Cross Entropy loss plot for 100 epochs 

 

Fig. 3: Accuracy plot for 100 epochs 

 

 

 

Lee J., Park J., Kim K., Nam J. (2017) Sample-level Deep 

Convolutional Neural Networks for Music Auto-tagging 

Using Raw Waveforms. Korea Advanced Institute of 

Science and Technology (KAIST). 
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layers, ReLU activation functions, a fully-connected layer, 

pooling, and dropout can be trained to detect features in 

input audio signals once these audio signals are 

converted into an image which is appropriate for 

analysis. It has also been shown that even a large image 

tensor, with a dimension of 1000 (100x100 image) can be 

used to train a CNN. 
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Appendix G: Ethics Declaration 

 
 
 

COMPUTING PROJECT ETHICS CHECKLIST 
 

This checklist is designed to help you to decide whether or not ethics approval is required and, 
if required, to decide on the appropriate ethics review procedure –  

please read Annex 0 and 1 on page 5 before you complete this form 
 

 
Please Note: 
 
a) This Checklist should be completed for all projects. 

 
b) All questions on this checklist should be completed. 

 
c) Contact details (email address) should be given for supervisor and student. 

 
d) Supervisors should read and sign this checklist (in the correct box – EITHER/OR – not both 

boxes) BEFORE it is submitted to the Ethics Administrator for sign off by the Chair of the 
Research Ethics Panel. 
 

e) Guidance on the 2 different ethics review procedures that together make up the University’s Ethics 
Review System (i.e. ‘University’ and ‘NHS’) is available on the University Ethics website. 
 

f) If your project will involve human tissue/biological fluids you should contact the UoB Designated 
Individual for the HTA licence, Dr Sue Boyce for advice (s.g.boyce@bradford.ac.uk or on 01274 
235879) 

g) If this Checklist is NOT correctly completed, it will be returned to you unauthorised. 
 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Project Title: Automated Audio Content Analysis with Deep Convolutional Neural Networks 
 
 
Name of Supervisor: Prof. D Neagu  
 
 
Contact Details – email address D.Neagu@bradford.ac.uk 
 
 
Department/School Faculty of Engineering and Informatics School of Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science, Bradford University 
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Contact Details – email address beth.anderson@bbc.co.uk 
 
 
Has student attended appropriate ethics training (Project Ethics lecture): Yes ❒ No ❒ 
 
Please give summary of project (max 150 words):   to be typewritten 
This project describes an approach for generating metadata from raw audio signals using an 
automated machine-learning system which can augment broadcast audio with semantic meaning 
or be used to automatically segment audio broadcasts. 

Audio samples were prepared from radio broadcasts, analyses and encoded as digital 
fingerprints. These fingerprints were used to train a Convolutional Neural Network classifier. 

Validation of this classifier was undertaken by measuring its performance on previously unseen 
validation data. 

 

 

 
Q1 

 
Is the proposed project an empirical research project involving people?  

● will the project include primary data collection from human subjects, their data or 
their tissue?  

● Will it constitute an ‘investigation undertaken in order to gain knowledge and 
understanding’?   (this includes work of educational value designed to improve 
understanding of the research process)  
 

 
If you answer ‘Yes’ to Q1 ethical approval may be required, move to Q2. 
 
If you answer ‘No’ to Q1 then a research ethics review is not required and you are not 
required to submit this checklist. You should still complete the form as Appendix B of 
your dissertation. 
 
Note:  there may be occasions where a project is not defined as research but still raises 
ethical issues – please submit for review if you think this is the case. 
 

 
Yes ❒ No X 
 
Yes ❒ No X 
 
Yes ❒ No X 

 

 
Q1a 

 
Is the proposed project an audit involving humans? 
 
A more detailed definition of Research, Audit and Service Evaluation is available on the 
University Ethics website.  
 
If you answered ‘Yes’ to Q.1a then ethical review is required. 

 
Yes ❒ No X 

 

 
Q2 

 
Will the project involve the NHS?  

See See Research Ethics and Governance in NHS and Social Care page of the website 
 
If you answer ‘No’ to Q2 move on to Q3 
 
If you answer ‘Yes’ to Q2 ethical approval will be required by NHS Research Ethics 
Committee (REC) 
 

 
Yes ❒ No X 
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Q3 

 
Will the project involve any of the following in the UK: 
Testing a medicinal product  
Investigating a medical device 
Taking samples of human biological material (e.g. blood, tissue) 
Prisoners or others in custodial care (e.g. young offenders) as participants 
Adults with mental incapacity as participants 
Other vulnerable groups (e.g. vulnerable children) as participants 
 
If you answer ‘Yes’ to Q3 ethical approval will usually be required through  
Ethical Tissue or NHS Research Ethics Committee (REC) or where the project includes 
participants which need approval under the Mental Capacity Act approval will be required 
by the Social Care REC.  
 
If you wish to source material from Ethical Tissue at the University, they can be contacted 
on 01274 235897 or visit www.ethicaltissue.org  
 
See information specific to research in Social Care on the University Ethics website 
 
If you answer ‘No’ to Q3 move on to Q4 
 

 
Yes ❒ No X 

 

 
Q4 

 
Will the project involve human participants and/or human data (but not accessed 
through the NHS)?  
 
If you ticked ‘Yes’ please give details of: 
 

1. Interviews (how many, how long will they last),  
2. who you intend to interview,  
3. where interviews will take place and  
4. attach interview guidelines or the questions you intend to ask: 

 
 
 

 
Yes ❒ No X 

 

 

 
Q5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q5a 

 
Will the project involve human tissue (but not requiring NHS approval – see Q3)? 
 
If you answer ‘Yes’ to Q5 University ethical approval is required 
 
If you require advice on human biological material please contact Human Tissue Act 
(HTA) Designated Individual: Dr Sue Boyce [s.g.boyce@bradford.ac.uk] 
on ext 5897 or visit www.ethicaltissue.org 
 
If you answered ‘Yes’ to Q5, is the human material over 100 years old and 
archaeological? 
 
If ‘YES’ please refer to the Biological Anthropology Research Centre (BARC) guidelines 
at http://www.barc.brad.ac.uk/BARC_human_remains_policy.pdf 
 

 
Yes ❒ No X 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
n/a 

 

 
If you answer ‘No’ to Q5 and have answered ‘No’ to Q2, Q3 and Q4 ethical approval is not required. 
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2. I confirm that there are no ethical issues requiring further consideration. 
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